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Abstract. We describe and prove completion procedures for equahonal term rewriting systems in 
order-sorted algebras, using the technique of proof orderings. Problems specific to order-sorted 
equational logic are emphasized. 
Qrder-sorted logic arrJ o i’&f-sorted algebras have been introduced in the context 
of logical programming languages with the work of Oberschelp [55] and have been 
extensively studied by Goguen and Meseguer [17], Smolka et al. [60] and Megrelis 
[51]. A main interest of typed logic is that type structure supports conceptual clarity 
and detection of many errors at prcgram entry time. However, strong typing in a 
many-sorted style can be too rigid and lacks the expressive power needed to deal 
with errors and with partiality [23]. Many of these problems are overcome by an 
order-sorted type structure that brings inheritance, operator overloading, and error 
handling into the realm of equational logic, and makes many seemingly partial or 
problematic functions total and well-defined on the right subsort [ 17,181. The partial 
ordtring on the set of sorts is interpreted as set inclusion in order-sorted algebras. 
For instance, we can have a subsort relation Nat < Int, interpreted as the inclusion 
N C_ 2 of the naturals into the integers in the standard model. In addition, function 
symbols such as _+_ may be overloaded as _ +_ : Nat Nat + Nat, _+_ : Ont iht + Int, 
and art required to agree in their results when restricted to arguments in the same 
subsons. Programming languages based on equational logic have been developed 
by several authors including [19, 62, 4, 243. 0 J, and more precisely its versions 2 
[I 1-j and 3 [ 161, are based on order-sorte ional logic: programs are equational 
specifications and computation is an 
OY&~-PWP~ rewriting [42]. 
All the sic results of unso equational logic generalize to t e order-sorted 
case [17]. owever, order-sorte eduction is subtle, and its correspondence with 
concepts such as replacement of equals by equals and term rewriting requires a 
careful analysis (that was initiate in [20] and is furt n [42.43] am? 
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In order to obtain a unique result, the rewriting systsz: must be terminating and 
confluent. For example, natural numbers and integers are partially defined using 
the following specifications, where the keywords sorts and subsorts are use 
describe the sort declarations, op is used for operators’ declarations wit 
and ax or rr are for eclaring the axioms or rewrite rules. An operat 
may be declared associative and commutative. n addition a keyword irrr 
for declaring an importation of another speci 
spec NAT is 
op O,l:+Nat 
at -3 Nat [assoc cornrn] 
ax:N:Nat, N +O=N 
end spec 
sorts Int 
subsorts Nat < !nt 
op -_ : int-, Int 
op _+-:!nt !nt+!nt assoc comm] 
ax:!:!nt, I +O=! 
ax:!:!nt, I +(-I)=0 
end spec 
However, orienting the axioms above from left to right and considering them as 
rewrite rules does not provide enough deductive power for computation. For in- 
) reduces either to 0 usin? the second axiom of IN 
using (module commutatiGryj the tirst one. A ~“,e:\cc re,vrite ru!e -0 
added. Eventua ly the completion procedure generates for !NT the following set of 
rewrite rules: 
import NAT 
sorts !nt 
subsorts Nat < !nt 
op --:!nt+!nt 
op _+-: Int Int + Int [assoc comm] 
rr:-o+o 
rr:!:!nt, --!+I 
:Int, I +(O+J)+ I +J 
mpletion method is to construct a terminating and confluent 
as a given set of axioms. 
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recursively applies until it maybe stops. his procedure requires the termination 
property of the set of rules, which can be proved by various tools [6,7]. 
The method was extended to handle the case of an equational term rewriting 
system, i.e. a set of axioms split into a , whose axioms are used as 
rules, and a second subset E, whose axioms are used as such. 
inclusion of axioms, such as commutativity, that cannot be used as 
losing the termination erty. A first ap roach by Lankford an 
[49,48,47] handles the c of commutative, or more generally, per 
nite E-congruence classes. 
56, 32, 271. Muet’s approa 
rules, while Peterson and %ckel’s approach [56] is restricted to linear theories E 
for which a finite and complete unification algorithm is known. 
been unified in [34]. Finally a new technique, orderings for equational proofs, 
introduced in [3,2] allowed simpler and more intuitive correctness proofs of 
improved completion procedures. 
Completion procedures have been applied to a wide class of problems 
the word problem in universal algebra [46], theorem proving in first-o 
[25], proofs of inductive properties in abstract data types [28] and computing with 
rewrite programs [9,24]. 
criteria of confluence and completion procedures are well known in 
the case of unsorted equational logic, the case of order-sorted logic has been 
approached only fcr standard term rewriting systems by [5]. The main goal of this 
arefully design a completion procedure in the framework of equational 
theories and to point out the differences with the standard case. 
This paper is the full and extended version of [ 131. In the first part, we recall the 
order-sorted algebras framework, together with order-sorted deduction and rep1 
ment _J equals by equals using order-sorted rewrite rules. We also recap on 
notion of <air slzcification where these two kinds of deduction coincide. Mainly, 
in such specifications, the lowest sort of any term must be decreased or preserved 
by a rewriting stzF. This property is achieved through the hypothesis that rules are 
sort-dew xing and axioms arc sort-preserving. 
In the second part9 we define order-sorted Church- osser properties for order- 
sorted equational term rewriting systems. We design a c 
inference rules and prove it using the notion of pro 
point out specific problems such as orienting an ax 
rule, handling empty sorts, or generating non-so 
completion process. 
section we give t ras, 
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2. I. DeJinitions 
Give:1 an index set S, an S-so~?ed set ‘4 is 2 f~mi!y 3f S&S, OX for each s E S; 
we will write \ 1 s ; S}. Similarly, given two S-so ed sets A and B, an S-sorted 
mapa:/!-+ an S-intcxcd fairlily (Y = {a, : A, + s 1 s E S]. Let us assulme a fixed 
set S, called <he sort se?. 
~~t~~n 2.1. A many-sorted signat c is a pair (S, Z), where S is a sort set and 
C is an S* x S-indexed family {Z,,., 1 w E S*, s E S}. Elements of (sets in) C are called 
operators. An order-sorted signature is a triple (S, s, 2) such that (S, 2) is a 
many-sorted signature and (S, G) is a partially ordered set. 
When the sort set S is clear, we write C for (S, 2). Similarly, when the partially 
ordered set (S, 6) is clear, we write C for (S, s, 2). 
For operators, we write f: w + s for j3 &.s to emphasize that f denotes a function 
with arity w and co-arity (or value sort) s. An important special case is w = h, the 
empty string; then j% & denotes a constant of sort s. 
efinition 2.2. Let (S, s, 2) be an order-sorted signature. A (S, <, Z)-algebra A 
consists of a family {A, 1 s E S} of subsets of A, called the carriers of A, and a function 
JCA : A,, + A, for each f~ Z,,,,, where &. = A,, x = = l x A,,, when w = s, . . . s, and A, is 
a one point set when w = A. Moreover: 
(1) s s s’ in S implies A,% c A,5v and 
(2) f~ &.p n &,.f,,5v with s’s s and up’ c w implies f4 : A,. 3 A,q equals fA : A,,.--, A,l 
on A,,.,. 
We may write f 2’ instead of fA : A, + A, ; moreover, the second condition means 
that we can often omit the superscript (w, s) without ambiguity. 
Let (S, G, 2) be an order-sorted signature, and iet A and B be 
ras. Then a (S, s, C )-homomorphism h : A -+ B is an S-sorted function 
h={h,:A,~+B,/sES} such that 
for each f e 2Z,,..,s a d a E A,., h,( fA( a)) = fH( h,.( a)), where h,.(a) = (h,,( a,), 
h,Ja,,)) when w=s ,... s,, and a=(a ,,..., a,,) with a+/&, for i=l,..-, n 
ii *i + h, h,J fA) = fB, if w = h. 
SC s’ and a E A, imply h,(a) = h,,(a). 
When the partially ordered set is clear, (S, s, Z)-homomorphis ms are called 
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2.2. Order-sorted term aigebra 
71, we now define the 0 er-sorted C-term algebra & as the least 
family (( TX ), 1 s E S} of sets satisfying t following conditions: 
‘);‘ k * \ cr: (5: ;,, L &ES, 
(i&G (Qs if s’s s, 
iffc Z,:, with w = sl. . . s,, # A and if ti E ( Qs, then (the string) f( I, . . . t,,) E (& jS. 
for fE Z,,,, let ( & ),,- : (& ),,. + (& ).$ map I, , . . . , :,a to (the string) f( fl . . . i,, ). 
A well-formed term (i.e. an order-sorted term) is an element of &. 
any other expression built on 2 will be said to be ill-formed. 
As usual 1291, we denote by 58(t) the set of occurrences of t, i.e. the domain of 
the order-sorted term t viewed as a partial function from * to 2 and by I the 
empty occurrence. We denote by tlw the subterm of t at occurrence w 
t[w + t’] the result of the replacement by t’ of tlU for o E LB(t). Note that t 
of a replacement is not always a well-formed term. 
Clearly 9: is am order-sorted Z-algebra. Notice that ( ZFL ), is not in general equal 
to the carrier of sort s, denoted ( TE),v, of the many-sorted term algebra Tz or even 
to u,+J TE ).+ 
We restrict ourselves to the class of regular signatures. Essentially, regularity 
asserts that overloaded operations are consistent under restriction to subsorts, so 
that each well-formed term t has a lowest sort denoted LS( t). Note that the ordering 
s on S extends to strings of the same length 
for i = 1, _ . . , n; similarly, s extends to pairs 
w< w’and sss’. 
in S* by sl.. .s, c s’,. . .s:, iff s$ s: 
(w,s)~S*xS by (w,s)s(w’, r’) iff 
An order-sorted signature E is regular iff for any WOE S* such that 
there is a f~ Z,,., with wO-- -=w, then there is a least (w’, s’) E S* x S such that f E 
and w+ 1~‘. 
When there is a finite set of sorts, a combinatorial condition equivalent o regularity 
can be given. 
em (Goguen and Meseguer [ 171). An order-sorted signature .E over a finite 
sort set S is regular iff whenever f E 2,.,,,, n 2$,, and there is some w* s w, w’, then 
:here exist w”, s” such that w” < w, w’ and s” < s, sE and f E &..r.,5rr and w* s w”. 
eseguer [171). &et t E FE. [fthe signature is regular, there 
is a least s E S, ca%led the lowest sort oft and S(P), SMC t ?E(~~),. 
e algorithm that computes the lowest sort of a ter 
przzess. 
If t is a variable x E 
se t=_ f-0 ,9..., FS 
S(t) = s". 
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necessary fo prove that the term algebra YE is an 
.7 (Goguen and Meseguer [ 171). Let C be a regular order-sorted signulure. 
Then & is an initial order-sorted Z-algebra. 
Order-sorted deduction is more su tie than equational deduction in unsorted 
algebra. Problems occur essentially because of the existence of potentially empty 
sorts and from the difficulty refated to iii-formed terms. A more complete description 
of the problem and its solution can be found in 1521 for many-sorted algebras and 
in [ 171 for order-sorted algebras. In this section, we recall the notion of order-sorted 
equivalence and its completeness with respect to order-sorted deduction. 
3.1. Axioms and rewrite rules 
An S-sorted oariable set is an S-indexed family X = {X,s 1 s E S} of disjoint sets. 
A variable x of sort s is also denoted x I s. 
Givea an order-sorted signature (S, %, 2) and a variable set X that is disjoint 
from Z, (S, s, Z(X)) is defined by I(X),+, = ZA,s u X,s and Z(X),,,,, = Err;.. for w # A. 
Note that if C is regular, so is Z(X). We can now form F&, and then view it 
as a Z-algebra; let us denote this Z-algebra by YI (X). Y(t) denotes the set of 
variab’nes of the term t and 3(t) denotes the set of non-variable occurrences in 3(t). 
Let A be a Z-algebra and let v : X + A be an S-sorted map called an assignment 
from X to A. 
eore (Goguen and eseguer [ 171). If the signature is regular, then Tz (X) 
is the free order-sorted algebra generated by X, i.e. for any assignment v from X 
to A, there exists a unique Z-homomorphism 6 : 9” (X) + A that extends v_ 
To obtain an adequate notion of satisfaction that is closed under isomorphism, 
an additional hypothesis on the set of sorts S must be satisfied. 
. A partially ordered set (S, s j is coherent iff eat of its connected 
compolments (i.e. each equivalence class under the transitive symmetric closure 
f s) hks a maximhlm, i.e. BBC as some element max(s) E S such that 
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The intuition behind the notion of a coherent signature is that each connected 
component or” the set of sorts behaves like a “local universe”, wit in which data 
elements from any two sorts in that component can be related, e.g. by axioms. Fr,r 
an infinite set of ssrts, our definition of coherence can be made more generai fsee 
[VI). Instead of requiring a maximum for each connected component, it is enough 
to require that any two elements of a connected component have a common upper 
bound. From now on, we assume that al”l clrder-sorted signatures are coherent. 
nition 3.3. A 
t, t’E S(X) with 
C-axiom is a triple (X, t, t’) where X is a variable set and 
LS( t) and LS( t’) in the same connected component of (S, s). 
We will use the notation (VX, t = t’). A speci’cation 9’ = (2, r) is a pair of a 
signature 2 and a set of axioms E 
nitio A C-axiom (VX, t = t’) is satisfied by a Z-algebra A iff GLSl,,( t) = 
CLs( ,‘,( t’) in for every assignment v : X + A. 
Similarly, a E-algebra A satisfies a set r of axioms iff ilt satisfies each axiom 
in r A is then called a (Z; r)-algebra. 
When the variable set X can be deduced from the context (typically just the 
variables occurring in t and t’, whose sorts can be uniquely determined or have 
been previously declared), we allow it to be omitted, i.e. we allow unquantified 
axioms. (#owever, the reader should be aware that satisfaction of an axiom depends 
cruci;l!ly on the variable set.) 
For (S, G, C) a coherent order-sorted signature and X, Y two S-sorted variable 
sets, a substit,ntion is an S-sorted pap 0 : X + TX ( Y); this is a special case of variable 
assignment zhere the values assigned to the variables are terms instead of elements 
itrary algebra. By convention, the 
&: T&C) + &( Y) induced by (T will also 
unique order-sorted C-homomorphism 
be denoted by (T. 
3.2. Order-sorted rewriting 
Operationall,, v order-sorted axioms are us& as rewrite rules. 
efi . An order-sorted rewrite rule is an or 
saiisfylng 2’(r) G V(I) and denoted (VX, I-+ r). 
of rewrite rules. e ca wt rewriti 
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A match from a term t E &(X) to a term t’ E 9” ( Y) is a substitution 
nitio .7 (Order-sorted rewriting). A term t E 3” ( Y) rewrites to t’ with a rewrite 
rule (WXS l+r) in at occurrence 0, which is denoted t + “y t’ = t[0 + cr( r)] 
whenever 
(1) there is a match a:X+&(Y) from 2 to tlu 
(2) there is a sort s such that, for x a variable of sort s, t[w + x] is a well-formed 
term and a(Z), c(~)E (&( Y))S. 
The difficulty is that a(Z) and a(r) may have different sorts, and we need the 
second condition of the previous definition to avoid replacements producing ill- 
formed terms. 
Note that a rewrite rule is a directed axiom and that the rewriting process uses 
it in a fixed direction. 
Given any set of axioms r’ we define + b to be f&c symmetric reiation of + L, 
H’; to be its symmetric closure, *,“ y to be its reflexive transitive closure and 6: 
to be its symmetric, reflexive and transitive closure. This last equivaknce relation 
is called order-sorted replacement of equals by equals. 
3.3. Order-sorted equivalence 
We now define a notion of order-sorted equivalence derived from the notion of 
order-sorted replacement of equals. 
itio Let r be a set of axioms. The order-sorted equivalence - ‘,: generated 
by r is the tiansitive closure of the relation L L defined on FL ( Y) by t, Lb t2 iff 
one of the following cases is satisfied: 
(1) t, 6;. tz; 
(2) 3f: s ,... s,,,sE~su6hthatt,=f(t’, ,..., t~,),t2=f(t~ ,..., t~),ViE{l,..., n}, 
ti, t:E (&( Y)),, and V&(1,. . . , n), t: -L tl. 
t follows from this de nition that the relatfo;l - b is an order-sorted E-congruence 
at contains all instances of any axiom in K 
Order-sorted equivaience an order-sorted replacement of equals can 
in the following way. 
Let r, and & be two sets of order-sorted axioms. b ‘, _ 1.7 . ” . - - c 
@if+;) Y 4/2 
k I 
Y’ 
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For p = 1, by case on the efinition of Lb : 
(1) Either t&: by hypothesis, t A bz t’, thus t - 2 t’. 
(2) Or there exists f: sl . . . snt s E 2 such that t =f( ul,. . . , u,,), t’=f(ul,. . . , 0,) 
anQViE1,...,n,tli -: vi l By induction hypothesis applied on each multiset { ui, vi}, 
Vi E 1, . . . , n, Ui ‘c $! Vi. Then t - ‘;z t’. 
at t 5 2 t’ implies t L 2 t’, we obtain that t pf’: t’ implies t C’? t’ 
by transitivity of - 2. Cl 
In fact, order-sorted equivalence is complete 
deduction in the class of order-sorted algebras 
for order-sorted deduction,’ i.e. for 
satisfying K 
core (Completeness Theorem [42]). For an order-sorted signature .I and c 
set r of Z-axioms, the following are equivalent: 
t -; t’; 
(V Y, t = t’) is satisfied by all order-sorted (25, r) -algebras. 
&( Y) is defined as the quotient of term algebra &( Y) by this congruence 
(cf. also [ 171). In the same way, for an empty family of variable sets Y, we obtain 
Tz,,- . as a quotient of 5 -* 
Corollary 3. (Initiaiity Theorem [ 171). For C a coherent order-sorted signature 
and r a set of Z-axioms, %t. is an initial (Z, r) -algebra, and %,,( Y) is a free 
(2, r)-algebra on the variable set Y 
3.4. Eqtitit=*onal order-sorted rewriting 
As in the unsorted case [34], it is useful to divide the set of axioms into two parts 
so that for example, one can rewrite modulo the commutativity axiom. 
2. Let r = R v E where R is a set of rewrite rules and E a set of 
order-sorted axioms (VX, I= r) satisfying ‘V( 1) = clr( r). The ) is called an 
order-sorted equational term rewriting system. 
Rewriting with an equational term rewriting system needs to use equational 
matching. 
n E-match from a ter t to a term t’ in %( Y) is a sukiiu 
a such that a(t) -F t’. 
’ A similar result has been stated in [EO]. 
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The following equational rewriting is the extension to order-sorted terms of the 
relation introduced in [%I. Many other equational rewriting relations 
introduced in the unsorted case: a summary can be found in [34]. 
rder-sorted rewriting module E). A term t c TX ( Y) rewrites modulo 
E to t’ with a rewrite rule (V-X$ I-+ p.) in R at occurrence ~LJ which is denoted 
RE 
I-----, t”= t[w+a(r)] 
Y 
whenever 
(1) there is an E-match o:X+&(Y) from I to tl,, 
(2) there is a sort s such that, for x a variable of sort S, t[o + x] is a well-formed 
term and u(I), a(r), tl, E (T”( Y)),. 
The condition tl,. E (9: ( Y)), is essential in this definition, since otherwise the 
+ 7” relation would not be correct with respect to the order-sorted deduction [42]. 
We will give later on sufficient conditions on equational term rewriting systems 
such that the above constraints, pxisely item (2) in Definition 3.14, do not need 
to be checked. 
We also define the relation + t’E = - t + “y -t where composition of relations 
is denoted by juxtaposition. This induces ;d rewriting relation on E-equivalence 
classes. Whenever the relatiori + tiE is noetherian, we say that R is terminating 
modttlo E. 
Note that + :” c_ + t’” _ In fact equational rewriting can be defined in a much 
more general way so that + FE becomes a particular instance of the general definition. 
This point of view is developed in [45,3P] and can be generalized to the order-sorted 
framework as it is done here for + 5E. 
Order-sorted deduction and order-sorted replacement of equals by equals are not 
equivalent. In this section, we define the kind of specifications that we need to 
consider, in order to make the two concepts equivalent. 
The definition of fair specification relies on The sort-decreasing property intro- 
duced below ,lnd we will see in this section that order-sorted deduction and 
replacement of equals by e uals coincide when the rewriting relation is confluent 
and so;t-decreasing. oreover, this assumption ensures that a well-formed term 
will always rewrite to well-formed term, provided the matching su 
wational term rewriting syste 
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Consider the following specification. 
sorts s s’ 
subsorts s’ < s 
opaL+s’ 
QP :-+ s 
op f:s’+s’ 
op f:s+s 
c.p h:s’+s’ 
rr : x:s, f(x) + b 
Rewriting the term h(f(a)) produces an ill-formed term h(b), although the rule 
may apply to f( ). The reascm is that the instance f(a) -j b of the rule does not satisfy 
the sort-decreasing property. 
The notion of compatibility is proposed in [60] to weaken the sort-decreasing 
property requirement. Intuitively it states that a term always remains well f:rmed 
after rewriting. For more details on compatibility, see [63]. I-Iowever, it is shown 
in [60] that compatibility is not sufficient to obtain a critical pair’s lemma, via the 
standard notion of critical pair. So we assume from now on that term rewriting 
systems Crr w app sort-decreasing. In order to give decidable criteria for this property to 
hold, we first need the notion of specialization, introduced in [20]. 
4: 1 e Specidiza tions 
Before introducing the notion of specialization, it is co venient to introduce the 
notion of sort assignment: a sorted set of variables X can be viewed as a pair (X, p) 
where X is a set of variable names (i.e. unsorted variables) and p, the sort assignment, 
maps the (variable names to their sorts p : X + S. The ordering c on S is extended 
to sort assignments by 
We then say that p’ specializes QO p, Ga tFie substitution F: (x:+‘(xjj- (x: ,G(x;; 
caiied a specialization of X = (x, p’) into p(X) = (_%, p ). Specializations are cbrdere 
by the usual subsumpL,c*. - uil ZILij _ __ U~-_r_rL~I_____ _____ +i v owlrrrinm O)T? clmhqt;tutin~s;r 
p << p’ iff 3p”, s.t. p”p = p’. 
The notion of specialization is then extended to axioms an 
specialization of an axism (V%, 6 = ri is another axiom 
p is a specialization of A specialization of a rule ( 
/ I\ 
4.2. Charactmzation of the sort- 
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allows deciding the sort-decreasing property. In order to prove this, we first der’ine 
the sort-decreasing property r a set of rules or axioms. 
it10 A sc.t of r-tiles R is s~,~rc-~uLc - + A~wwiiJm i?? for aflv rule t . . . 
any specializatio p of /;i: ilie lowest-sort oi y(l) is greater or equal than the lowest 
sort of p(r). 
A set of axio-ms E is sort-preserving iff for any axiom (VX, 1 = r), for any 
specialization p of X7 the lowest sort of p( 1) is equal to the lowest sort of p(r). 
uence of these definitions we obtain the following. 
(Goguen et al. [20], Kirchner et al. [43]). (VX, I-, r) is a sort-decreasing 
rule #for any substitution o, the lowest sort of a( I) is greater than the lowest sort 
of a(r). 
(VX, 1 = r) is a sort-pteservkg axiom iff for any substitution a, the lowest sort of 
a( 1) is equal to the lowest sort of o(r). 
(Kirchner et al. [43]). An order-sorted equational term rewriting system 
( R, E) is sort-decreasing if R is a sort-decreasing set of rules and E a sort-preserving 
set of axioms. 
Thus we are able to decide the sort-decreasing property when the set of sorts is 
finite or if each sort has only a finite number of sorts below it, since by the previous 
theorem, it is eno gh to check the sort-decreasing or sort-preserving properties for 
a finite number of specializations. 
4.3. Order-sorted deduction with the sort-decreasing property 
Let us now consider what are the consequences of the sort-decreasing property 
on the relationship between order-sorted equivalence - tuE and order-sorted 
replacement of equals by equals (i.e. the relation ,*, “y” E). 
Let us first focus on the hypothesis of sort-preserving axioms, which is important 
r the definition of equational rewriting. If axioms in E are sort-preserving, WC 
can identify the two relations - t and ,*\ F in the definition of E-matching. The 
( Kirchner et al. 421). If E is a sort-preserving set oj’axio 
For sort-preserving axioms, the reader may thus rephrase efiolition 3.14 of 
uational rewriting by replacing by thus obtaining an operational 
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7. An order-sorted equational term rewriting system ( , E) is Church_ 
~10 E iff - ~“E=-%~iEC-23~ St/E on Tz( 
The definitions eing conjluent or ore generally confluent modulo E are similar 
to the unsorted case LM]. 
rritio Let (I?, E) be an equationai order-sorted term rewriting system. 
(R, E) is c$uent modulo E iff on %( Y), 
d;,/E %fS,/E C-+;/E &Ey /+V”. 
Again there is equivalence between the two properties.’ 
(Kirchner et al. [42]). Assume that R is a sort-decreasin,a .W n,f rpwritp 
rules, and E is a sort-preserving set of axioms. Then ( R, E) is Church- Rosser module 
E iff it is confluent modulo E. 
The previous considerations lead us to define “good” specifications in the follow- 
ing way. 
nition (Kirchner et al. [43]). A fair specijkation is a pair (2, (R, E )) such 
that (R, E) satisfies 
(R, E) is confluent modulo E, 
R is sort-decreasing, 
E is sort-preserving. 
From the previous results, Theorem 4.11 follows immediately, as in [34]. 
1 (Kirchner et al. [42]). Let (Z, (R, E)) be a fair specification. 7%e 
following yircts are equivalent, for any terms t, , t2 E & ( Y ): 
(1) t1 GUE f2, 
(2) thekre xists t’,, ti in S(Y) suck that t, +tjE r:, t2%tiE ti ai:d ti Af. t;. 
(3) t, c*RyVE t2. 
The sort-decreasing condition is thus the key property which ensures both correct- 
ness and completeness of order-sorted rewriting with respect o order-sorted 
tion. So in [he following, we only consider fair specifications. 
Moreover, it can be proved (as in [52]), that for a s 
the same variables in their left- an 
that t A”y t’ ifE t 6;. t’ for f, f’~ &( 
general to the relation ++ KY” E. 
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!n the fdlOWii3$, -h-e nrr;ll ~+a*@ resu!ts valid for any equational rewriting relation . . ..a QLUCI . 
module E, wh is a sort-preserving set of axioms; but, for si 
the relation + e need an adequate notion of @hurch- 
which Implies neral Church- osser property modulo E of (R, F). 
An order-sorted equa;ional term rewrit ng system (W, E 
is a sort-preserving set of axioms, is + R*E-CBurch- Rosser ~o&c!o E iff on & ( Y), 
RUE 
-Y 
___R.E ,_*,E &*R E_ 
5.1. Conjluencc and coherence modulo a set of axioms 
sser modulo E pi-spetiy is ensured by tw properties of 
rekitiorr + R*F, namely coherence and confluence modulo E 
. ( 1) The relation + R* E is confluent modulo E iff, on %( Y ), 
&,E K_RE E~RE ,*,E /.E_ 
(2) The relation + R9 E is coherent modulo E iff, on %(Y)5 
These two properties have restrictedversions that will be further proved equivalent 
to them. 
.3. ( I > The relation + R*E is locally confluent modulo E iff, on &( Y), 
+R.E +R c *_R.E ,*,E &.E - . 
(2) The relation +R*E is locally coherent modulo E iti, on L& ( Y), 
+RE ,,E C *,RE ,*,E &.E_ - 
These definitions are slightly different from those in [34], but are actually 
equivalent to them when R is terminating modulo E.3 
(Jouannaud and irchner [34]). Assume that R is terminating modulo 
E and that + R3E is locally coherent module E. Then Vt, , tz E &- ( Y) such that t, wE t4, 
t, is +R7E -irreducible if tz is + RvE-irredticible. 
5.2. The abstract Church - Rosser theorem 
efxe and coherence modulo E can be restricted together to their locai 
lent to the Church- osser property. This generalizes the 
corresponds to the case *whzc~ E is the e ty set, since bo 
e vat 
’ This qulvslence was pointed out by Dershowitz. 
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In the following, ?&R,E denotes the normal form cbf f fol- _tRwE, that is an 
+ R’E-irreducible term a’ such that t 4 R~E t’. 
As in the unsorted case [34jj the fol!owing main result can be proved. 
ssume that is a sort-decreasing set of rules and E a sort-preserving 
set of axioms. lj‘ R is terminating modulo E, the following properties are equivalent: 
(1) (R, E) is +R9E- Church- Rosser modulo E; 
(2) +R.L is confluent and coherent modulo E; 
(3) +R.E is local/y confluent modulo E and local’ly coherent modulo E ; 
(4) for any t, t’e %( Y), t AtVE t’ iff t&R,& *,E t’j,R.Ee 
We prove as in [34], that (I) implies (2), (2) implies (3) and (3) implies (4). 
The only different point is (4) implies (I). We prove by multiset induction using 
the strict-subterm relation that far any terms t, t’, t - ypuE t’ implies t %R*E to, 
t’+ R*Et:) and todE t;. Let t -T.uE ’ t be decomposed into a p-steps proof t = 
I RUE I RUE 
to-Y V--Y 
. ..LR”E 
I’ tp = t’, also denoted t Cp, t” E t’. 
For p = 1, by case on the definition of L L : 
(I) either t&t”” l ’ and the result holds by (4); 
(2) or there exists f: sl. . . s,, s E C such that t = f( u, , . . . , u,,), t’ = f( v, , . . . , v,,) 
andV&{I,...,n}, tii -RyUE vi. By induction hypothesis applied to each multiset 
(Uiy Vi), Vi E { 1, . . . , n), 3~:, V: such that Ui hRTE u;, vi +RqE V; and U: AE v;. We 
obtain by compatibility of the rewriting relation with the operator f, the well- 
formed terms tl,=f(ui,. . . , u:,) and t{ =f(v’,,.. ., vi,). Since by hypothesis R is 
sort-decreasing and E is sort-preserving, each deduction from U, (or u,) to u: (or 
vi) uses only replacements of equals by equals such that the intermediate steps 
are all in (YE ( Y)),,. We thus obtain t 6;” E t’ and the result holds by (4). 
Assl!ming that t L trJE t’ implies t At” E t’, we obtain that t “2’ tuE t’ implies; 
* t” E t’ by applying the hvpothesis to case p = 4 and by transitivity, t ,*, t” E t’. 
k;n the result holds by (4i. Cl 
Note that property (4) assumes termination modulo E, and asserts that the 
ZJrch-Rosser property modulo E is true when computing + R*E-normal 
forms of t and t’, provided R is terminating modulo 
the usual case of an empty set E of axioms: in that cas 
can be checked on normal forms, provided R is terminating. 
s false if terminatio of -j R*E is assume 
as proved by count examples given in 
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unification algorithms ;;an bc: built when the equational theory E is sort-preserving. 
This can be achieved in at least two ways. The first one is to unify without using 
sort information an then to push the constraints of the sorts on the solutions that 
have been found. This is how order-sorted unificati n is studied in [53,58]. Another 
possibility is to use the sort information as soon as possible during the unification 
process, in order to quickly discard failure and to postpone instantiation as long 
as possible. This is fully developed in [40], using the notion of model for order-sorted 
algebras prese in [60]. The same method can be applied to the framework used 
in the present r when the specification is regular and sort-preserving, which is 
precisely the case in fair specifications. A similar point of view holds for order-sorted 
matching, but this is not developed here. Basically, order-sorted unification behaves 
like unsorted unification provided that no overloading with different properties 
exists. A typicat example of such an overloading is the mrlltly&~tion defined on 
quaternions, complex, reals, rationals, integers and naturals that is associative- 
commutative on all these structures except on quaternions where it is only associative. 
Any order-sorted unific tion algorithm for solving equations (i.e. pairs of terms 
t’)) can be described as the result of a simplification step followed 
tep, as in the unsorted case [39,37]. The simplification step is a 
succession of decomposition, merging and mutation steps, transforming the initial 
llnifirntinn evnhlark into atl_ pm.; -~--..v.. pz.Ivvru ,,,valent disjunction of systems of fully decomposed 
equations of the form (X : s = = t) where (x: s) appears only once in a variable part 
of an equation in a system. The solving step consists of finding a generating (or 
complete) set of uhe finite solutions for the simplified system. 
The main differences between order-sorted e quational unification and unsorted 
equational unification are the following: 
(1) Solving simple equations, i.e. of the form (X : s = = t), where the variable (X : s) 
does not occur in the term t, is no more triviai and requires the knowledge of the 
whole signature. 
(2) The simplification process (to be specific, the mutation) is itself more complex 
than in the unsorted case if the theory is not sort-preserving (especially with the 
semantics we are using here, because of the complexity of the congruence relating 
[40,31]) or when +!rere air3 overloaded operators with different properties. Thus in 
the remainder of the aper, we suppose that the specification is fair and without 
overloaded operators with different properties. 
Before giving an exampl f order-sorted equational unification, let us recall the 
basic definitions of set a complete set of Sc-solutions of an equation in the 
specification 54 = (Lc, E). 
A substitution u is Y&Won of the equation (t = = t’) iff u(t) - E a( t’). me set 
Of %olutions ol’ an equation (t = = t’) is denoted SU( t, t’, 3’) or SU( t, t’, E) if the 
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(2) vo- E @, (7 E SU( t, t’, 9); 
(3) Va E SU( t, t’, Y), 30 E @ such that 0 << E a[ Y( t) u Y( t’)] which means 
Furthermore is said to be minimal if it satisljies: 
(4) VU, ak @, C << EcT)[ Y( t) 
The set @ is also denoted by 
An important exam of associative-commutative the rigs, for which 
vve assume that no overloaded operator has different properties. Since associativity 
and commutativity preserve the sorts, the results described in [39] for unsorted 
theories, apply to the order-sorted case. The only difference is that the decomposition- 
erging-mutation steps wiii alternate with the replacement of fully decomposed 
equations (X : s r= = t) by their solved form, until a system in solved form is obtained. 
%n case of a finite sort relation graph, this system always exists. 
Let us solve the following unification problem 
e = (f(x:s3 +x, ~52) = = f(y:s3 +a, g(x))) 
in the following specification: 
sorts sl s2 s3 54 
subsorts sl < s2, s3 
subsorts s2, s3 < s4 
sp a:+sl 
op g:s3+s3 
op g:sl +sl 
q? f :s4 s4+ s4 
0p + : s3 s3+ s3 [assoc comm] 
op + :sl sl -+ sl [assoc comm] 
By decorrposition, e is simplified into (x+x = = y+ a) A (u = = g(x)), then mutatio 
of the first q~~ti~~ yipI+ -1 
( X ==aAy ==aAu == g(x)) 
1 X ==a+z:s3Ay =‘a fz +z A u===g(x)) 
sating 
tain 
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In the second system, w = = a + 2 is then solved in v = = a + 2’: st A 2 = = 2’ and we 
obtain 
( x a == ===-V14v ==aAu 
( x v==a+z’r\z==z’n == =a +z +z n u==g(a +z’)) 
that is in solve rm, so that we Win a complete set of solutions 0 
problem: 
{(x+a,y+a, u+g(a)), ( x+a*2’,~+a+2”+2’,u+g(a+2’))}. 
algebras 
inary work for the completion of order-sorted (non-equational 
s can be found in [S, to]. Let us first give an example of di 
arise in the case of o+r-cn*~~ equational term rewriting systems. To check the cI1- -r-L-i -
osser modulo E property for order-sorted equational rewriting is often 
tricky: if E is composed for instance of associativity and commutativity axioms, 
associative xtensions [56,34,41] must be added in order to have a coherent re!&sn 
+ R*E. For example 
spec A is 
sort s 
0pa.h: +s 
op + : ss + s [associative] 
rr:a+a +a 
end spec 
is not -3 R-E -Church-Rosser, since the term a + (a + b) cannot be + R*E-reduced, but 
the E-equivalent one (a +a) + b is + R*E-reducible. To be + R*E-Church-Rosser, the 
previous specification must include the rule (x:s, x + (a t a) + x + a). 
known fact, but the additional difficulty in the order-sorted framew 
extensions e inherited upward. For example: 
spec B is 
sort sl, s2 
+Pr,k~nr+c@ el M (_‘; 9uuc_=.?l &* 5 rI L36 
+sl 
op b2: +s2 
op+:sl sl + sl [associative] 
-+s ciative] 
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estricted to sl this equational term rewriting syste is +R*E -Church-Rosser, 
since at the level of $1, there is no need to introduce an extension. ut with $2, the 
Z:S& z -+ ix t yj + z +x) is needed, sine 
-reducible. This comes from 
,,n,t ~~,ht~crn en& ~.=~~pIo....:-~ rr R- - _- - - - . ” . PI”% tiuuc*IL 111 LIWA L-pIkdbll v kU& 1vtwPG ijc.llcIQl~y, ihlY 
irs and to the property of local coherence 
of the equational order-sorted rewriting, studied in what follows. 
In the following, we assume E to be symmetric for simplicity; so & and +E 
coincide. 
7.1. Proof transfonna tion 
A completion procedure modul o a set of axioms E is aimed to transform an 
initial set of e ualities (or pairs of terms) PO into a rewrite rule system W” that is 
Church-Rosser modulo E. It can be seen as a process that transforms tuples ( 
starting usually from (0: PO). 
Let (R, P, E) be any sets of rules, equalities and axioms. A proof in ( 
. rr”.,el.+r. 
Zii quafirry 1 ’ = i’ is 8 Sk3qiit3iKe c$ terms {to, . . . , t,,} such that to = t, t, = t’ and for 
OC is PI, one of ti-1 ++‘li, ti-1 HE ti, ti_1 qR ti or ti_1 eR ti holds. A proof 
t AE ?’ +R t” where all WE-steps appiy under the + R -step will be abbreviated to 
t -3 RqE t”. 
Letters SP, 9 will be used to denote proofs. If 9 is the proof {lo,. . . , t”}, P-’ 
then denotes the symmetric proof {t,, . . . , G, 69) the proof 14 to), . . . $4 C, )I 
and I[ 91 ti:e pw0C {QtJ, . . . , t[tn]}. A subproof of 9” is any proof {ri, . . . , tj) with 
OS i < j6 n. We write P[S!] to denote that 9 contains 9 as subproof. 
ifi it ts 
(Bachmair [l])- A binary relation on ~roo.~, fc denoted =$, is ,monotonic 
monotk?nic with respect to proof structure: for all proofs 9, .22’, 9, 
.Z!!Y implies P[SJ*P[%‘]. 
monotonic with respect to term structure: for all proofs 9, 22 and any term t, 
22 +Y implies t[S!]* t[Y]. 
monotonic with respect to instantiation: for all proofs 22, 2’ and any substi- 
tution G, 
S!*Y implies u(S?)*&Y). 
A binary relation on proofs, denoted +, is a proof re 
ed and monotonic. 
A pro@ transformation rule is a 
of transformation r 
==2 wher $3 is c 
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A campjl&m procedure is described by a set of inference rules that allow 
computing ( P,+, , I?;+,) from (Pi, Ri) using a derivation relation I-. Let R* be the 
set of all generated rules and 4)” the set of all generated equalities. 
Let R” and. P” h _e9 respectivelv. the ce! af persisting r&s and p;aits, i.e. the sets 
effectively genes ted by completion startin from a set of axioms PO. 
Pm,$JJc, pj and R”=un &. 
i j3i 
Let us consider the set of all provable equalities (,t = P’). To <a;h t,I’i, R,) is 
. 
msri~ri 9 nrnstm r_rr.=f’; . 
. * ZSSOW~U~VU u y&v\ I Eii ii 
* 0-n c , usq$ r1llilrC 111 mT iiiiA e’r uaiighes p-: xPi ~;r;.*~ 
4. 
1 C X?-bi-._.:-_ .U.V” **a a., CC.fiU ” c. ~‘.DII.\lI,III.2 “aAV W ‘==‘b 
[ 1,331, to each iilference ruIe i3 associated a proof transformation rule on some 
kind of proofs us’ng rules in R* and equalities in P* and E. 
nition 7.2 (Bachmair [ 11). + rejects I- iff wheneV;zr (F, R j I- (P’, Ii’) and c~ I- J 13 
a proof in (Pu R 3 E), then there is a proof 9’ in (P’u R’u E) such that g $9’. 
Proving that the proof transformation relation * is terminating implies that any 
proof will have r.ormal form. This will be achieved by finding a complexity measure 
~(9) for each proof 9 and a well-founded ordering > on these measures, that 
satisfy the following property: 9+9 implies c( 9) > c(9), for each proof transfor- 
mation rule. 
The next step is to show that each l proof 9 of (t = t’) in normal form for * is 
exactly a rewrite proof using only rules in R” and axioms in E, that is 3 t, , t\ , 
t ,_R-=,E t ROC.E I 19 t’ ,*\ t1 and t,AEti. 
For that, it must be checked that 
only persisting rules in R” are used. Actually if a non-persisting equality or a 
non-persisting rule were used, by definition, there exists a step i such that it 
belongs to Pi u R: and not to Pi+, u Ri+l. Since * reflects I-, any proof using 
this non-persisting rule or equality is reducible by + to a proof that does not 
use it any more. 
it contains no equality step t *p-C t”. When an unoriented equality persists, the 
corresponding derivation is said tc be failing. 
the proof contains no peak t” + R* t + R”*E t’ and no cliytr t” -E t -+ Rx-E t’, where 
the + R”vE -rewrite step occurs below either the + ‘=’ or the -“-step. No other 
case needs to be considered as shown in [l]. So proof transformation rules for 
reducing every kind of peak or cliff must be included. 
s, ciifi and critical pairs 
For reducing peaks and cliffs with overlaps, computation of critical pairs is needed. 
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Let (VX, g+d) a d (VX’, I+ r) be two rules (or a rule and an axiom) such that 
X n X’ - v) and P and g c nxra**Qp at occurrer~ce r;i L-uv&Alu 9 C!?(g) with the complete set 
of E-overlappings P. With each E- - dverlapping + is associatecJ the E-overlapped term 
+(g) which produces the E-critical pair (VX”, p = q) Finch that X” = “Ir( +(g)), 
p = $(g[o + r]) and q = #b(d). 
The set {(VX”, p = q) 1 V$ E V} is called a set of E-critical pairs of the rule (VX’, 
I+ r) o. the rule (or axiom) (VX, g + d) at occurrence o. 
If 0 is not an occurrence in g or if 81, is a variable, then the ru 
applies in the variable or substitution part of g and (VX”, p = q) is then called a 
variable overiap. 
Whenever needed, the notation t -+$~,r+rl t’ will be used to specify t 
t is reduced at occurrence v, with the rule (VX9 i+ r) and the substitution c. Such 
+ RqE -reductions yield sets of E-critical pairs. 
(Jouannaud [32], Jouannaud and Kirchner [34]). Let t, t’, t” be terms 
in T&Y) such that t +[RF,,,.x,dl t” (or t ++E,tr.R,dI t”) and t --$;& t’ with VE S(g) . . 
and v # E. Then, there exists a critical pair 
(VX”, p = q) = (WC”, $(g[v+ r]) = +(d)) 
in a set of E-critical pairs of the rule (VX’, I+ r) on the rule (or axiom) (VX, g + d) 
at occurrence v such that + E CSU( 1, gl,, E) and + << ’ a[ Y(g) v “Ir( l)]. Therefore there 
exists a substitution T such that t’AE r(p) and t” ,*,E T(q). 
C&(R) and CPE (R, E) will denote, respectively, the set of all E-critical pairs 
between rules in R and the set of all E-critical pairs of rules in R oga axioms in E. 
NOP ?hrd we use the same substitution 0 for both redexes t and tic, This is legal, 
since we can always assume that Y(Z) n T(g) = 0 without loss of generality: just 
rename the variables when needed. 
Let us summarize the different kinds of peaks and cliffs that can occur. 
t” + R t + “J t’ be a peak. 
Either +R*E and +R do not overlap and t’ +R*E to -+R t”, 
or +R*E and +R overlap on variables and t’ *_RvE to _*R*E t”, 
or +R*E and +R overlap and E-critical pairs computation is nee 
Let t” ++E t +RvE t’ be a cliff. 
Either + R*E and eE do not overlap and t’ + R*E to wE t”, 
or +R*E and HE overlap on v iables and t’ +R*E t(, ,*,E t, eR*’ t”, 
or -+ k-E and ~-9~ over1 tation is necessa 
Lemma 7.4 w 
introducing sue 
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O, with E-equality steps strictly below o. A careful examination of Lemma 7. 
where t”= o(b j, shows that E-equality steps actually take place in the substitution 
part of t” and not at a non-variable occurrence of d. Whenever E contains no axiom 
t = x, these E-equality steps never occur at the outermost occurrence E in t”. 
7.3. Inference rules for equational completion 
FoIllowing [2] we describe the corn Betion process in order-sorted algebras by a 
set of inference rules. The specific problems due to the order-sorted signature are 
pointed out. 
Recall that an ordering on terms > is monotonic with respect o the term structure 
if for any terms t, t’ E & ( Y) and any Cmction symbol f E 2, t > t’ implies f (. . . t. . .) r 
f(. . . t’. . .), where subterms around t and t’ are the same. Also t is monotonic with 
respect o instantiations if for any terms t, t’E & ( Y) and any substitution a; t z t’ 
implies a(t) >- (+( t’). > is simply said to be monotonic if it satisfies the two previous 
conditions. 
The ordering > is E-commuting if for all terms t, t’, t” such that t” AE t > t’, there 
exists a term t, such that t”> tl ,*,E t’. A reduction ordering is a well-founded and 
monotonic ordering. An E-commuting reduction ordering warrants termination 
modulo E of a set of rules R, if for each rule (VX, I-, r) E R, I> r [36]. 
Let P be a set of equalities (quantified pairs of terms denoted (VX, p = q)), R 
the current set of rules, and s an E-commuting reduction ordering. The E-completion 
procedure is expressed via the following inference rules. 
(1) Orienting a pair 
PI! {(VX, p = q)}, R 
P, R LJ ((VX, p + q)) 
if p > q and (VX, p + q) sort-decreasing. 
(2) Adding a critical pair of R 
P, R 
pu wx P = q)L R if (p, q)E CP,(R). 
(3) Adding a critical pair of R on E 
P, R 
dWX, q-fp} 
if ip, 9) E CP,(R, E). 
(4) Simplifying an equality 
if p +RIEpf_ 
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(6) Sirnplijjjing the right-hand side of a rule 
if r + RIE rl. 
(7 ) Simplifying the left-hand side of a rule 
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proper specialization ordering modulo E, defined by 2 > E g iff 30, 
w # E, or o(g) = 1 and c is not a renaming. The proper specialization 
ordering modulo E is well-founded iff the roper subterm ordering rnodulo ;;“, 
denoted b”, is well-founded. The proper subterm ordering modulo E is defined 
by t ~~ t’ iff t /*\ E to” tt, AE t’ where tab t& means that t; is a proper subterm of to. 
With respect to inference ruBes of the completion procedure for unsorted 
equational rewriting described in [2], the ditierences are localized in the con 
;>f the first inference rule, where the sort-decreasing test for a new r& 
performed. Note that the sort-decreasing test in Rule (3) is not needed, since (p, q) 
being a critical pair, there exists an equality (VX, g = d) in E such that 4 = a(d) 
and a(g) +RVE p. For any substitution 8, LS(O( 9)) = LS( e(u( d))) = LS( t?( a(g)) 
LSM P)). 
Also the sort-decreasing test in Rule (6) is not needed, since (VX, I-, r) sort- 
decreasing implies that for any substitution a, LS( (T( I)) a LS( a( i)) and r + R’E r’ 
implies LS( a( r)) 2 LS( a( r’)). So (VX, I -+ r’) is a sort-decreasing rule, by transitivity 
of the ordering s on sorts. 
Furthermore; except for the sort-decreasing test, it appears that the specific sort 
problems are hidden in the def..l,’ m*+ron of rewriting and critical pairs, more specifically 
in order-sorted matching and order-sorted unification. Once these primitive con- 
cepts are correctiy defined, usual techniques for the proof of corn 
thoroughly. 
7.4. COIE ctness proof of the completion procedure 
The correctness proof is a consequence of [ 11. First, we have the following le 
rd’ (JJ+, J?)I- (p’, l?) then _ruRvE and -Py’VR’uE’ coincide OYE LL(Y)* ‘.i 
i et IIC nnw cGr,cr tbP cet nf trnncfpmQPjnn r~~lpc + fip -“_ WY _a- . . 8’ I_ . .” ” c va C1Y.I” I...UL “ax * U.“J - ” * AC\fC \nr&Pw t t’ t” fJw?otrr ““I”) . ..S”.V l , . i iiL=- 
any terms. The r first rules re ce peaks a cli 
variable overlap. her rules come 
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d&n2 II critical pi : t,+R*E t +R t”*t’~E t: -PfyAE t”. 
(7) Adding a critical pair ON E: t’ h-R*E t HE t”*t’AE t; tR ty &BE t”. 
t’*t +R/F i” wp t’. 
eieting a pair: t f)‘t’* t 4+SE t’. 
is vvell- 
rdering 
ering modulo 
,,R,)I--... is fair if is a subset 
if P” is empty. 
We are now able 
(E, P,u ), a fair co 
ain result of this section: fro 
uces a fair specification (2, (R’“, E)). 
Aswiw tl~~t E is a set g axioms such that t 
tion ~lgo~t~l~n a d that bhe prq~er z&term 
reduction ordering. 
and sort-decreasing. 
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‘, I + r) be a rule and g = 11) be an axiom of SUIC 
l fiable modulo g[o + I]+ g[o +- r]) is an 
extended iule of ( I-;, r) with respect to 
Note that this method does not r 
unifiers but just a test of 
tc be generated recursively, unless re proved redundant as 
ssociativity and commutativity theor 
extended rules, the hypothesis that the strict-subterm mo 
not needed any more. The proof of correct ess of such a compl 
handled in [“a] for the ummn I,,,rted case and this proof exten 
in the same way t~s previously. 
7.5 Completion modulo E procedure 
A completion procedure modulo E with computation of E-critical pairs of rules 
. . :pri ~y~~_~~i~ ;s no”& described in Fig. 1. 
PROCEDURE COMPLETION-MOD-CP (P, R, >) 
IF P is not empty 
THEN choose a pair (p, q) in P; p’:= R, E normal form(p); 
q’:= R, E-normal form(q); 
CASE p’“E q’ THEN R:= COMPLETION-MOD-CP(P-{(p, q)}, R, >) 
p’ / q’ THFN i .= p’: r .= q’; 
(P, R) := SlMPLlFlCATlON(P - {(p, q)), R, I + r); 
R:= COMPLETION-MOD-CP(P, R u {I + r}, >) 
q’> p’ THEN I := q’; r := p’; 
(P, R) := SIMPLlFICATlON( P - {(p, q)), R, I + r); 
R:= COMPLETION-MOD-CP(P, Ru{l+r), >) 
ELSE STOP with FAILURE 
END CASE; 
ELSE IF all :ules in R are marked 
THEN RETURN R; STOP with SUCCESS 
ELSE Choose an unmarked rule I + r fair!y; 
(P, R) := E-CRITICAL-PAIRS (I + r, R); 
Mark the rule I + r in R; 
R := COMPLETION-MOD-CP(P, R, >) 
END IF 
END IF 
Fig. 1. An order-sorted E-comple&on 
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Note that E-critica airs of rules into axioms are never reduced before orientation. 
This may result in less simplifications, because the inference rules on si 
of rules are mor trictive than the inference rul 
alternative propos in [34] allows reduction of su 
additional prote s: more precisely, if ( p, q) comes from an E-ov 
rule I+r on an axiom g+d and if t e right-hand side of a critica 
, E-reducible to ’ at the outermost 
pwtected for coherence of I-+ r. This is a 
Then the pair ( pt 4’) is added to the set 
e found in [34]. 
a rule I’+ r’, then the rule I” + r’ must be 
generalization of the notion of extension, 
of pairs R -More details on this approach 
7.6. Handling empty sorts during completion 
Critical pair computation ses by definition the transiti 
relation and if a sort is empty? this can lead to unsound d 
[21] and in 1601, from where the following example is borrowed. 
Using an unsorted completion system like REVE [50], the axiom (T=F) is 
generated during the completion, but it is not valid in all models. However the 
axiom (x:Empty, T = F) is satisfied by all the algebras of the class, trivially satisfied 
in those whose domain of sort EmFty is empty. 
The problem comes from the fact that variables can disappear from a term by 
applying a rewriting step. If the sort of such a variable is empty, the validity of 
axioms is not preserved by transitivity of equality, that is: (WX v {x : s). t = t’) and 
( u{x:s~, t’= t”) may be valid in all the (2, r)-algebras, but not (V t = t”) if 
s 1s an empty sort an if (x: s) occurs in t’ but neither in t nor P. A solution 
proposed to avoid this problem is to assign a set of typed varia 
treated in the completion and of course, to update this set dur 
ndard universai 
disadvantage is that pCrar;alneter specifications in parar reterized data 
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sort is empty. Since no empty sort is created by completion, all the deductions are 
valid in the initial algebra of the specification. In a second situation, the user has 
in mind a loose semantics and is interested in the widest class of algebras where 
the equational proofs are valid. hen empty sorts can be accepted in the starting 
,,,,:I2 --A! t-- l-_-L ..-..:,I,_-@,, 
3ycLiIIc;dlIuII, UU~ valrau1~3 OTB these sorts must be recorded and any application of 
transitivity of deduction using these variables has to be recorded too. At the end of 
the completion process, the system provides the user with a list of im$icit!g 
universally quantified rules and a list of explicitly quantified rules. 
7.7. Sort-decreasing and terminaiion 
As well as in the unsorted case, the order-sorted completion proce 
when an axio cannot be oriented by a reduction ordering. Recall that usual 
reduction orderings are based on a partial ordering on the signature Z, called 
precedence (and denoted by s 2‘ ). Let us mention the recursive path ordering (RPO) 
[6] for E = Q). Note that the precedence has nothing to do with the ordering < of 
the order-sorted signature 2. 
An additional case of f~il*~*~- _ _ ___.ur~ appears for order-sorted completion, precisely when 
the equality cannot be oriented in a sort-decreasing rule. This last constraint can 
even be contradictory with the reduction ordering, as shown by the following 
specification. 
sorts: s s’ 
subsorts: s < s’ 
op*: s’, s+s 
op +: s’, s’+ s’ 
rr: XS’, y:s, (x +y) * y-) (x +y) 
The ruk above is terminating since (x + y) * y > RPO (x + y), with the prece 
ut it is not sort-decreasing: the left term is of sort s, whereas the second 
s’> s. Conversely, oriented in the other direction, the rule x + y -* 
(X -+ y) * y is sort-decreasing but obvtously non-terminating: the indnite chain x + y + 
(x+Y))‘:Y~((x+y)*y)*y*.. is obtained, where the sort of the terms is always s 
from the second term. 
So ruks may be rejected during the completion if the sort-decreasing test and t 
reduction ordering suggest an opposite orientation. This problem can re 
power of completion to provide a complete rewritin 
examples, a reduction ordering orients rules in the 
Let us now define a sort-decreasi g reduction ord 
ordering with the sort-decreasing constraint for or 
The sort-decreasing ~edM~~~o~ 
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denoted ) by 
and LS( t) 3 LS( t’). 
The ordering 1 is said to be E-commuting iff > is E-corn 
alidity of Jouannaud and unoz’s termination theorem [36] ho1 
the following theorem can be state 
Let be an E-commuting sort-decreasing reduction ordering on 
is sort-decreasing and terminating modulo E if for evev 
rule (VAT, I + r), then 12 r. 
of. If for afiy rule ( br, then Vcr:X+&(Y), a(l)acr(r) and 
LS(o(l)) 3 LS(o(r)). So R is terminating modulo E, by Jouannaud and Munoz’s 
termination theorem and ,R is sort-decreasing. E 
7.8. Handling non-sort-decreasing axioms 
The completion rocedure can fail because of the generation of an axiom 
(VX, t = t’) such that LS( t) and LS( t’) are incomparable in the sort lattice, as well 
as all its specializations. 
Let us give an example of such a situation. 
Consider the following specification: 
sp g:s”S’ 
op h:s”-+s” 
ax : x:s”, h(x) =f(x) 
ax : x:s”, h(x) = g( x) 
In order to be sort-decreasing, the axioms must be directed from left to right; by 
overlapping, they generate the critical pair (x:s”, f(x) = g(x)) that is valid in any 
ose carrier of sorts s” is non-empty. Since s” is non-empty, there exists at 
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and c’, together with a new operator k, namely: 
sorts s s’ s” s-s’ 
subsorts s^s’ < s < s” 
sulbsorts s-s =c s’ < s” 
op a ; + s” 
opf:s”+s 
op g :sQ s’ 
op k : s”+ s”s’ 
op h :s”+ s” 
rr:x:s”, h(x) + k(x) 
t-r :x:s”, f(x) + k(x) 
rr : x:s”, g(x) + k(x) 
We must now justify why and how these two specificsticns are equivalent. 
With a non-sort-decreasing pair (VX, p = q>. produced during the completion, 
two cases can appear: either for some specializations p, LS(p( p)) 2 LS(p( q)) and 
for others LS(p( p)) s LS(p(q)). This is the worst case where nothing can be made 
to orient the pair. Or for some (perhaps no one) specializations p, the same 
orientation is possib!e, say for instance LS(p( p)) z LS( p( q)), and for the others, 
p, LS(p(p)) and LS(p(q)) are not compara le in the sort ordering. Pn this last case, 
assuming that the sort set does not contain any empty sort, it is possible to complete 
the signature “on the fly” during tlhe completion process. The goal of the following 
theorem is to state precisely what can then be proved. 
3. Assume that the sort set does not contain any empty sort and that the 
completion procedtrre generates a non-sort-decreasing pair (WY, p = q) with 
f v ? Are x’ denotes the set of common variables in p and q, _jJ, 2 the sets of re 
variables respectively in p and q. Let SO = (s,, 1 p is s. t. LS( p( p)) and LS( p( q)) are not 
comparabie with s> be a set 0J” new sari symbois. 
Let Z) = (& : p(2) + s,, 1 s,, E SO and&, E 2) be a set of- new function symbols. And let 
S’=SvS,, 
where r is the set of rules, pairs and axioms generated sofa.u. Then, provided (S’, 
is yet regular3 (S’, 2’) is coherent and &~,,.( ) is a conservative extension 
First each new added sort s,., is a no 
Since any variable in p( 
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element of A, which is of sort s = LS(p( p)) and s’= U+(q)). That means that 
these sorts have a non-empty intersection. 
The adjunction of -; and J’ does not modify the coherence of S. The regularity 
of 2 is preserved by hypothesis. Let us prove now that, for any terms t, t’E & ( Y), 
t-7 t’iff t-L I.8 4. l * I“ t’: according to Proposition 3.9, it is enough to prove “~ha& c ; = y t’ 
iff t 6’; t’. For that, note first that to any application of a rule that intro 
symbol f’,, must correspond the application of the other rule that makes& disappear. 
Any application of another rule between the two commutes with the first one. Thus 
it is possible to find a proof of t ,*, ‘;: t’ where the newly introduced axioms are 
applied consecutively. They can be replaced by a proof using (Vp( X ), p(p) = p(q)), 
then by a proof using only axioms in lY, since (VX, p = 9) has been obtained by 
completion and thus p @+L q. For any term t E &( Y), 3% &( Y), t -v t’: 
obviously each new symbol can be eliminated by applying one of t 
axioms. So there exists t’ E TX ( Y), t AL’ t’, which imples the result. 0 
The hypothesis stating that (S’, 2’) has to be regular is essential, as illustrated 
by the following example, due to Waldmann. 
4. Consider the following specification: 
sorts s s’ s” 
subsorts s s’< s” 
op a :+ s" 
0pb:+s 
mQy*G.$ 
opf:s+s* 
opf:s’+s” 
rr:a+ b 
rr:a+c 
Completion yields the equality b =c that cannot be oriented in a sort-decreasing 
way. Adding a new sort s%‘, a new constant d and new rules b+ d, C+ d would 
result in a specification that is not regular any more. Adding a new declaration for 
;, ,,anic+ up f;+$_ 5” A- _- --A -----I- -z&L,” L~~~..nln +I.,rrrr +lm- CAll,...t*n 
UUG3 llU1 WUlA GlllIG’L ~“lr.Ol:t;PS- , LpcL4lu3c L11Gll1 1lIG IUllW rtr11g b~UUllCIb~ 
would be derived: f(b)=f(d), f(c)=f(d) and by transitivity, f(b) =f(c), which is not 
valid-i in the initial cnf+firntinn * Wl8.U scz Gs:w IL~~CIsuE UpY~EIL~~~L._rL~. 
3 can give rise to an enhanced completion process that does not fail 
on all non-sort-decreasing pairs. oreover, if all the sorts in S are non-empty, this 
comp!etion process also provide- n n 3 a Lompletion of the sort lattice by non-em 
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appropriate order-sorted versions of unification and rewriting odulo a set of 
uations have been defined, the completion method has been shown 
ough to ensure the equivalence between order-sorted equivalence 
f normal forms by order-sorted eqtiationaE rewriting. Completion 
en as the appropriate tool for automatically bui!ding fair specifications. 
Another approach for order-sorted completion has been proposed recently by 
Ganzinger [ 121. e uses a translation of order-sorted specifications int 
specifications with conditional rewrite rules. 
These new results are interesting from at least two points of view: 
They are of main interest in software technology, since they allow building of a 
validation environment for langirages whose operational semantics is based on 
order-sorted term rewriting or that are using order-sorted narrowing. As direct 
applications today, let us cite: application of completion to equation solving, 
proving inductive properties [44], proving correctness of parameterized 
specifications. Thus order-sorted completion is the cornerstone of a proof environ- 
ment for a language using order-sorted logic, such as [ 11,bSJ. 
Our results also provide a first step to fill the gap between unconditional and 
conditional completion, since the order-sorted framework can be viewed &us a
restricted case of the conditional one [61]. 
Many directions for further research come to mind: first interaction between sort 
declarations, function declarations and axioms must be precisely considered and 
this is one of our current topics of interest. With a better understanding of this 
interaction, the hypothesis of fair specification may perhaps be released to a weaker 
one. On the other hand, problems concerning termination of order-sorted term 
rewriting have to be investigated more deeply. But an immediate task is to give an 
implementation of order-sorted completion that can be used for ex 
and ad a tool for the validation of specifications or programs written in a language 
whose operational semantics is based on order-sorted term rewriting. 
ent 
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